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We help you with book review safe haven Academic Levels: - The High School Diploma is the foundational type of degree in the American educational system: you will need to have one in order to enroll in nearly any postsecondary educational program. If you are still in high school, you must finish this degree to move on. - Associate Degree (College/Undergraduate) is an undergraduate degree that can be earned in approximately 2 years. - Bachelors Degree is a four-year degree awarded by colleges or universities. - Masters Degree is a graduate degree that requires specialized knowledge and study focused in one area. This usually requires 1 to 2 years to complete if attending classes full-time. - Doctorate Degree (PhD) provides the highest level of education possible. The doctorate degree implies expertise within a field and traditionally takes between 3-6 years to complete. More about Academics Lecels Type of papers: - - Cover letter: A letter sent with other documents to explain more fully or provide more information. - - In UK: The term �Thesis� is mostly used when referring to PHD level graduate paper, while �Dissertation� is done for Master�s and lower academic levels (vice versa) - - Thesis proposal: A detailed summary of the dissertation that informs the committee on whether the subject and the topic are appropriate to the field of study. The most important factors of each thesis proposal are the topic, the thesis statement, the main question, the introduction, Literature Review, Methodology and References. What is the difference between thesis and dissertation? More about Type of papers
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